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We present a fundamentally new approach for measuring the transition dipole moment of molecular
transitions, which combines the benefits of quantum interference effects, such as the Autler-Townes
splitting, with the familiar R-centroid approximation. This method is superior to other experimental
methods for determining the absolute value of the R-dependent electronic transition dipole moment
function �e�R�, since it requires only an accurate measurement of the coupling laser electric field
amplitude and the determination of the Rabi frequency from an Autler-Townes split fluorescence
spectral line. We illustrate this method by measuring the transition dipole moment matrix element
for the Na2 A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=38, J�=21e� rovibronic transition and compare our

experimental results with our ab initio calculations. We have compared the three-level �cascade� and
four-level �extended �� excitation schemes and found that the latter is preferable in this case for two
reasons. First, this excitation scheme takes advantage of the fact that the coupling field lower level
is outside the thermal population range. As a result vibrational levels with larger wave function
amplitudes at the outer turning point of vibration lead to larger transition dipole moment matrix
elements and Rabi frequencies than those accessible from the equilibrium internuclear distance of
the thermal population distribution. Second, the coupling laser can be “tuned” to different rovibronic
transitions in order to determine the internuclear distance dependence of the electronic transition
dipole moment function in the region of the R-centroid of each coupling laser transition. Thus the
internuclear distance dependence of the transition moment function �e�R� can be determined at
several very different values of the R centroid. The measured transition dipole moment matrix
element for the Na2 A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=38, J�=21e� transition is 5.5±0.2 D

compared to our ab initio value of 5.9 D. By using the R-centroid approximation for this transition
the corresponding experimental electronic transition dipole moment is 9.72 D at Rc=4.81 Å, in
good agreement with our ab initio value of 10.55 D. © 2006 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2164454�
I. INTRODUCTION

Coherence effects such as electromagnetically induced
transparency1 �EIT� and Autler-Townes �AT� splitting2 have
attracted a great deal of attention recently. Many investiga-
tions, complementary to EIT, also include an exploration of
the AT effect, which considerably modifies the observed
spectra that characterize the laser interaction with the me-
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dium. In most experiments the modification caused by the
stronger coupling field is observed in the spectrum resulting
from the scan of the weaker probe laser.

These quantum interference effects have been observed
in atoms using complicated multilevel systems with different
energy level arrangements.3–9 Yan et al.9 have experimentally
demonstrated suppression of two-photon absorption due to
EIT in a four-level inverted-Y system of cold 87Rb atoms. In
their theoretical analysis of a similar closed system Joshi and
Xiao10 demonstrated the ability to control the EIT character-
istics in the system by manipulating various parameters such
as lifetimes and laser detuning values.
It has been more difficult to extend these studies to mo-
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lecular systems.11–18 This is due to the fact that the critical
parameter in these studies, the Rabi frequency �=�E /�, is
much smaller for any molecular rovibronic transition than
that in an atomic system because the transition dipole mo-
ment matrix elements � for molecular transitions are small
compared to atomic ones, and the E-field amplitudes associ-
ated with commercially available narrow band continuous
wave lasers are modest and thus the available Rabi frequen-
cies for molecular transitions are limited in high-resolution
experiments. In order to avoid masking of the coherence ef-
fects by the laser power saturation broadening effects, the
power of all lasers with the exception of the coupling laser
was kept as low as possible without compromising the
signal-to-noise ratio. Furthermore, by avoiding coupling la-
ser transitions that involve the lowest ground state vibra-
tional levels in the thermal population range with smaller
Franck-Condon factors with excited states, multiple-
resonance excitation schemes can be used to exploit larger
rovibronic wave function amplitudes at the intermediate to
large internuclear distance leading to large Franck-Condon
factors and Rabi frequencies �see Figs. 1 and 2�.15 In addi-
tion, by using a judicious choice of laser propagation geom-
etry and the ratio of the probe and coupling laser wave

19

FIG. 1. Energy-level diagrams for the three-level �two laser� cascade exci-
tation schemes. The lasers L1 and L2 are in a counterpropagating arrange-
ment. �a� �1� is the ground state X 1�g

+ �v�=0, J�=14e� , �2� is the interme-
diate state A 1�u

+ �v�=6, J�=13e�, and �3� is the upper state 2 1�g �v
=3, J=14e�. The laser wave numbers corresponding to the resonance tran-
sitions �2�← �1� and �3�← �2� for the molecules with zero velocity in the
laser propagation direction ��L=0� are k1=15 335.827 cm−1 and k2

=15 511.066 cm−1, respectively. The k1 /k2 ratio is 0.989 in this case. �b� �1�
is the ground state X 1�g

+ �v�=0, J�=14e� , �2� is the intermediate state
A 1�u

+ �v�=8, J�=13e�, and �3� is the upper state 2 1�g �v=4, J=14e�. The
laser wave numbers corresponding to the resonance transitions �2�← �1� and
�3�← �2� for the molecules with zero velocity in the laser propagation direc-
tion ��L=0� are k1=15 559.153 cm−1 and k2=15 387.259 cm−1, respectively.
The k1 /k2 ratio is 1.011 in this case.
numbers, it has been shown that despite the presence of
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Doppler broadening, it has been possible to observe these
effects in molecular samples with moderate Rabi frequencies
for rovibronic transitions.15,16,20,21 The Autler-Townes effect
has also been observed in a molecular beam environment22

and in ultracold molecules.23–25

In our earlier works15,16,26 we have demonstrated that the
AT effect can be used to control molecular angular momen-
tum alignment and to expand molecular rovibronic state se-
lectivity all-optically to magnetic sublevels by using the all-
optical triple resonance excitation technique.27 It has been
shown that for molecules in the gas phase, it is possible to
obtain the absolute value of the transition dipole moment
matrix element11,16,22 between excited electronic states by
measuring the AT splitting in these states.

In this paper we investigate the possibility of determin-
ing the transition dipole moment matrix element for the mo-
lecular transition between the ground state and the first ex-
cited state by exploring two excitation schemes with
different energy level configurations: a three-level cascade
scheme using double resonance excitation �Fig. 1� and a
four-level extended � scheme using triple resonance excita-
tion �Fig. 2�. Since the coupling field in the three-level cas-
cade case involves a laser excitation between the ground
state and the first excited state, the three-level system, al-
though experimentally simpler, is expected to be less favor-
able. This is because the coupling laser transition from the
ground state to the first excited state is Doppler broadened
and the higher coupling laser power is expected to result in
lower resolution because of saturation broadening. In addi-
tion, the available coupling laser Rabi frequencies are limited
by the Franck-Condon factors available for excitation from
levels in the thermally populated range of the ground state in
this particular case.

We expect the four-level system to be more advanta-
geous in that a coupling laser transition outside the con-
straints of internuclear distance of the thermal population is
now possible with a much larger transition dipole moment
matrix element, leading to a larger coupling laser Rabi fre-
quency �Fig. 3�. This in turn results in a larger AT splitting
and a better resolved AT splitting spectrum. In addition, in
the four-level case, a low power narrow band pump laser is
used to select a narrow velocity group from the Doppler-
broadened transition as in Ref. 15 to enhance the resolution
of the probe laser scan, the sole purpose of which is to reveal
the Autler-Townes splitting of the intermediate level. In this
case the topmost rovibronic state �3� is unaffected by the
coupling field and is not expected to affect the appearance of
the probe laser scan.

Other traditional experimental methods to measure the
variation of the transition dipole moment as a function of
internuclear distance involve the measurement of either mo-
lecular fluorescence or absorption intensities,28–30 or the
measurement of radiative lifetimes.31,32 It is well known that
absolute intensity measurements are very difficult because of
the need to calibrate with high accuracy the wavelength and
polarization dependence of the detection system. In addition,
it is difficult to determine molecular densities very accu-
rately. As a result, the transition dipole moments resulting

from such experiments are relative. Lifetime measurements,
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on the other hand, suffer from the additional problem that
each lifetime is related to a complicated average of the tran-
sition moment squared over a wide range of lower states. In
addition, systematic errors can be sometimes difficult to
identify.33

In addition to these more conventional methods, opti-
cally pumped laser �OPL� gain measurements have also been
investigated in this context.34 These measurements also led
to relative transition dipole moment values due to complica-
tions caused by gain competition effects, power and pressure
broadenings, intracavity absorption losses, and wavelength-
dependent diffraction losses.

In contrast to these difficulties the critical measurements
in the Autler-Townes splitting based method are the accurate
measurements of the electric field amplitude E of the cou-
pling laser and the Autler-Townes split fluorescence line pro-
file. This spectral line profile can then be used to determine
the Rabi frequency �=�E /�, which directly yields the

FIG. 2. �a� Energy-level diagram for the four-level system with triple reso
arrangement and counterpropagate with the coupling field L3. �1� denotes
A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�, which is the terminal level of L1 and initial level
=25, J=20f�, and �4� is the lower level X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�=21e� of the coup
resonance frequencies are k1=17 187.612 cm−1, k2=15 519.871 cm−1, and k3

the Na2 four-level triple resonance experiment. Due to selection rules W31,
�4� signify the rovibronic energy levels of �a�. The solid arrows indicate the
possible decay channels from the different energy levels. Levels �5� and �6� i
total decay rate between levels �j� and �i� which affect the populations of th
transition dipole moment matrix element �. Earlier
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experiments11,16,22 based on the Autler-Townes splitting were
limited to the internuclear distance range accessible from the
thermal population in the ground electronic state only. By
using the triple resonance excitation approach, different com-
binations of vibrational levels for the coupling field transi-
tion �v� ,v�� in the excited state and the ground state can be
used to probe the R dependence of the transition dipole mo-
ment function by using the R-centroid approximation.35–44

Thus we expect that the experimentally measured transition
dipole moment matrix element values can be used to deter-
mine the absolute value of the R-dependent electronic tran-
sition dipole moment function over a wide range of R. This
is based on the idea that the coupling laser probes the elec-
tronic transition dipole moment in the region of the
R-centroid value determined by the rovibronic wave func-
tions associated with the coupling field transition. According

excitation. The pump and probe lasers, L1 and L2, are in a copropagating
itial level of L1 X 1�g

+ �v�=1, J�=19e� , �2� denotes the intermediate state
, �3� denotes the upper state level to which the probe L2 is tuned 2 1�g �v
field resonance transition. The wave numbers associated with the transition
46.693 cm−1. �b� A schematic diagram of excitation and decay processes of

and W36 are zero in this particular case. The energy levels �1�, �2�, �3�, and
rs with Rabi and photon frequencies specified. The dashed arrows indicate
te other possible decay channels rendering the system open. Wji denotes the
els involved as well as the decay rates of the coherences.
nance
the in
of L2

ling
=12 5
W34,

lase
ndica
to the R-centroid approximation,
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�	v�J���e�R��v�J��� 
 ��e�Rc���	v�J��v�J��� ,
�1�

Rc =
	v�J��R�v�J��
	v�J��v�J��

,

where �e�R� is the R-dependent electronic transition dipole
moment function, Rc is the R-centroid, and 	v�J� �v�J�� is the
vibrational overlap factor corresponding to the rovibronic
states v�, J� and v� , J� associated with the coupling laser.
Classically electronic transitions terminate at the points of
internuclear distance that conserve nuclear position and mo-
mentum. Quantum mechanically this is in conflict with the
uncertainty principle and thus the overlap integrals have to
be evaluated over the entire region including the nonclassical
region. As indicated by Tellinghuisen42 the semiclassical sta-
tionary phase approximation reconciles the classical and
quantum interpretations since the integrals involving the vi-
brational wave functions accumulate mostly in the region of
the classical transition points, which are the points of station-
ary phase. When a single point of stationary phase exists,
that point corresponds to the R-centroid value. For multiple
points of stationary phase this correspondence with the point
of stationary phase and the R-centroid value is less clear.
However, Noda and Zare43 have introduced a generalized
method of subdividing the range of the numerical integration
in order to overcome these difficulties. Since vibrational
wave functions have large amplitudes at very large internu-
clear distance close to the dissociation limit, additional com-
plications may arise. However, in this region the electronic
transition dipole moment approaches the separated atom
limit value. Thus we expect to be able to combine the Autler-
Townes quantum interference effect and the R-centroid ap-
proximation to a powerful new and generally applicable
method to sample the transition dipole moment function at
several very different values of the R-centroid by simply
measuring the electric field amplitude of the coupling laser

FIG. 3. The dashed line represents the calculated electronic transition dipole
moment using the pseudopotential method for the Na2 A 1�u

+-X 1�g
+ reso-

nance transition as function of the internuclear distance R. The potential
curves of the X 1�g

+ and A 1�u
+ states as well as the rovibronic wave func-

tions are also given for the X 1�g
+ �v�=38, J�=21e�→A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e� transitions.
and the Autler-Townes split spectral line profile of the cou-
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pling laser transitions corresponding to different R-centroid
values.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental arrangement was nearly the same as
described previously.15,16 Sodium vapor was generated in a
five-arm heatpipe oven. Argon gas was used as a buffer gas
with about 100–200 mTorr pressure. The corresponding va-
por temperature was about 600 K. Two Coherent Autoscan
699-29 dye lasers and a Coherent 899-29 Titanium Sapphire
laser, all with 0.5 MHz frequency bandwidth, were used in
our experiment. The laser beams were linearly polarized in
the same direction. In the three-level �double resonance or
cascade� excitation scheme �see Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�� the two
dye lasers were counterpropagating. In the four-level �triple
resonance or extended � configuration� excitation scheme
�see Fig. 2�a�� the two dye laser beams copropagated in the
opposite direction of the coupling field �Coherent 899-29
Titanium Sapphire laser�. A mechanical chopper was used to
modulate one of the laser beams for phase-sensitive detec-
tion. A SPEX 1404 double grating monochromator was used
to detect the molecular fluorescence of a selected single rovi-
bronic fluorescence transition in a direction perpendicular to
the laser propagation direction. When the probe laser fre-
quency was scanned, the output of the monochromator pho-
tomultiplier tube �PMT� was used as input to a lock-in am-
plifier �SR 850� with its output recorded by the computer that
also controlled the laser scan. Neutral density filters were
used to control the power of the lasers, and the spot sizes of
the laser beams were measured carefully in the interaction
region with a razor blade technique.45 Initially the two or
three laser beams were carefully overlapped by maximizing
the optical-optical double resonance �OODR� fluorescence
signal in the case of the three-level system, while for the
four-level extended � scheme, various combinations of two
laser OODR fluorescence signals were used. After that for a
finer adjustment of the overlap, especially in the three-laser
experiments, we used the magnitude of the observed AT
splitting to maximize the overlap. Once the best possible
overlap was achieved it was kept unchanged during the full
length of the particular set of experiments. In order to ensure
E field homogeneity of the coupling field in the interaction
region the spot size of the coupling laser was kept about
twice as large as the probe and pump laser spot sizes. The
spot size is defined here as a diameter, measured at the 1/e2

points of the Gaussian beam profile. It was important to have
such an arrangement in order to make the theoretical inter-
pretation of the experimental spectra easier. Tighter focusing
of the pump and probe lasers restricted the observed fluores-
cence to the center of the radial distribution of the Gaussian
coupling laser electric field amplitude, and thus the mol-
ecules in the overlap region experienced a more uniform
coupling laser electric field leading to a better resolved AT
splitting line profile. The desirable spot size for each laser
was obtained with a lens or a combination of two lenses. In
the three-level system the beam diameters during the experi-
ments at the center of the heatpipe were 680 �m for the

coupling field �L1� and 290 �m for the probe laser �L2�
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beam. In the extended � �triple resonance� scheme �see Fig.
2�a�� the beam diameters were 560, 460, and 1020 �m for
the pump laser beam �L1�, probe laser beam �L2�, and cou-
pling field �L3� laser beam, respectively. We took special care
to make the coupling laser electric field profile homogeneous
along the propagation direction of the lasers, and especially
across the 2.5-cm-long overlap region from which the de-
tected fluorescence was collected. For optimal collimation of
the coupling laser beam two lenses were used with appropri-
ately chosen focal lengths. We have estimated by repeated
trials that the error of our spot size measurement is about
10 �m, which is also the smallest step size of the micrometer
we used to drive the razor blade across the beam profile for
the beam diameter measurement.45 The power of the laser
beams was measured with Coherent Lasermate/D power
meter with absolute accuracy of about 1.5%.

III. EXCITATION SCHEMES

The details of the two excitation schemes used in this
work to probe the A 1�u

+-X 1�g
+ of Na2 transition dipole mo-

ment are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The cascade double reso-
nance excitation scheme with �k1 /k2��1 and �1 is shown in
Figs. 1�a� and 1�b�, respectively. The labeling of the vibra-
tional and rotational quantum numbers involves double
prime and prime notation for the ground state and the first
excited state, respectively. In addition, the rotational levels
are labeled with e symmetry, if a rotational level with
�+� parity has �+��−1�J=1, and with f symmetry, if �+�
	�−1�J=−1. Similarly, if a level with �−� parity has �−�
	�−1�J=1, the level is labeled by e symmetry, and if �−�
	�−1�J=−1 its symmetry label is f .46,47 In Fig. 1�a� the cou-
pling laser L1 is tuned to resonance on the A 1�u

+�v�=6, J�
=13e�-X 1�g

+�v�=0, J�=14e� transition. In this case the
probe laser L2 upper level is 2 1
g�v=3, J=14e�. In Fig.
1�b� the coupling field �L1� transition is A 1�u

+ �v�=8, J�
=13e�-X 1�g

+ �v�=0, J�=14e�, the probe laser �L2� upper
level transition is 2 1
g �v=4, J=14e�, and �k1 /k2��1 as a
result. In both cases the initial level of L1 is in the thermal
population range. The probe laser �L2� was used to probe the
Autler-Townes splitting of the intermediate level �2� caused
by the coupling field.

In the triple resonance excitation scheme, shown in Fig.
2�a� the coupling laser �L3� transition was chosen so that the
lower level of the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�

=38, J�=21e� transition was outside the range of the ground
state thermal population. A weak pump laser �L1� was
tuned to resonance on the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e�-X 1�g

+ �v�=1, J�=19e� transition with the initial level
in the thermal population range. The power of this laser was
kept as low as possible to define a narrow velocity compo-
nent within the Doppler profile. The Autler-Townes splitting
of level �2� was then detected in the fluorescence spectrum of
a rovibronic transition resulting from the scan of the weak
probe laser �L2� through the 2 1
g �v=25, J=20f�-
A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e� transition.
Figure 2�b� illustrates the various excitation and decay

processes of this open molecular system that were used in the

following theoretical analysis needed to interpret our experi-
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mental results. The energy levels �1�, �2�, �3�, and �4� signify
the rovibronic energy levels of Fig. 2�a�. The solid arrows
indicate the lasers with Rabi and photon frequencies speci-
fied. The dashed arrows indicate the possible decay channels
from the different energy levels. Levels �5� and �6� indicate
other possible decay channels rendering the system open. Wji

denotes the total decay rate between levels �j� and �i� which
affect the populations of the levels involved as well as the
decay rates of the coherences.

IV. THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS

Since the goal of this project was to determine the tran-
sition dipole matrix element from experimentally observed
Autler-Townes splitting spectra and to compare that value
with theoretical values based on ab initio transition dipole
moments, the simulations required the use of the density ma-
trix formalism48–51 �see Sec. IV A�. For a comparison of our
results with theoretical transition dipole moment values, we
also present here ab initio transition moments calculated us-
ing both the configuration-interaction pseudopotential
method and the relativistic configuration-interaction method
�see Sec. IV B�. In addition, the radiative lifetimes of the
excited states play an important role in the simulations.
These lifetimes are not affected by nonradiative processes
such as predissociation or collisions. When experimental or
calculated lifetime values were not available, we calculated
the values of lifetimes in order to eliminate possible errors
caused by using guesses for the values of these parameters.
Our lifetime calculations are described in Sec. IV B 3.

A. Density-matrix formalism

For the simulation of our experimental results we fol-
lowed standard density matrix formalism. Accordingly the
density matrix equation of motion for the nmth matrix ele-
ment is given by

�nm
• = −

i

�
�

k

�Hnk �km − �nk Hkm� + relaxation terms, �2�

where Hnk= 	n�H�k�. The Hamiltonian H for the three- and
four-level systems has the following forms.

Three-level system:

H = ��1�2�	2� + ���1 + �2��3�	3� + �
�12

2
��1�	2� + �2�	1��

+ �
�23

2
��2�	3� + �3�	2�� . �3�

Four-level system:

H = ��1�2�	2� + ���1 + �2��3�	3� + ���1 + �3��4�	4�

+ �
�12

2
��2�	1� + �1�	2�� + �

�23

2
��3�	2� + �2�	3��

+ �
�24

2
��4�	2� + �2�	4�� . �4�

In the expression above we define the velocity-dependent

detuning of the pump, probe, and coupling lasers from mo-
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lecular transitions as �1�21−1+k1vz, �2�32−2

+k2vz, and �3�3−24+k3vz, respectively. Here k1, k2, and
k3 are the wave numbers of the corresponding laser beams
and vz is the molecular velocity along the laser propagation
direction. When the lth laser is tuned near resonance with the
�i� , �i+1� transition, the Rabi frequency at the distance r from
the beam axis is expressed as

�l,M�r� � ��i,i+1�M�El

�
exp�−

4r2

wl
2  , �5�

where �i,i+1�M�= 	�v�j���e�R���v�j�� is the magnetic sublevel
M-dependent transition dipole moment matrix element, and
wl and El are the beam spot size �diameter� and the electric
field amplitude, respectively, of the lth laser beam. �e�R�
denotes the electronic transition dipole moment as a function
of internuclear distance R.

The relaxation terms in Eq. �2� phenomenologically ac-
count for the spontaneous decay of the levels and the colli-
sional dephasing:

�nm =
1

2�
k

�Wnk + Wmk� + �nm
collisional, n � m . �6�

The population decay rate Wn of level n is defined as
Wn=�kWnk �k runs over all levels lower than n� and the
summation includes all possible emission paths �see Fig.
2�b��. A beam-transit rate is added for level �4� because of its
slow decay rate. This is the rate with which the molecules
escape the interaction region. We have calculated it accord-
ing to Sagle et al.52

Because only cw lasers are involved in our experiments,
a steady state approximation is made in the Eq. �2�, which
transforms them from a set of differential equations of first
order to a simple set of homogeneous linear equations. The
set of linear equations obtained in such a way for the three-
and four-level systems is solved numerically for the popula-
tion of level �3�, along with the condition for conservation of
the population in the system. The latter transforms essen-
tially the homogeneous system of linear equations obtained
through the steady state approximation to an inhomogeneous
one. In our open molecular system, the total population of
the three �four� coherently coupled levels �1�, �2�, �3�, and �4�
�for the four-level system� compared to a closed atomic case
is no longer conserved. Thus two auxiliary states �5� and �6�
are incorporated, representing all other vibrational states of
the A and X manifolds, respectively, to which decays are
possible. Then the population conservation condition can be
written as

N = �11 + �22 + �33 + �55 + �66, three-level system,

N = �11 + �22 + �33 + �44 + �55 + �66, four-level system.

The population of level �3�, up to a constant of proportion-
ality, can be interpreted as the experimentally recorded
single-channel �specific rovibrational decay path� fluores-

cence as a function of the detuning of the probe laser.
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B. Transition dipole moment calculations

In order to compare our experimental results with the
theoretical results, ab initio transition dipole moments have
been calculated using the configuration-interaction pseudo-
potential method as well as the relativistic configuration-
interaction method as described in the following.

1. Pseudopotential calculation

The transition dipole moment between electronic states
of Na2 has been computed over a large range of internuclear
distance �5a0�R�40a0�. Molecular energies and two-
electron wave functions have been determined through
configuration-interaction �CI� calculations in the framework
of pseudopotential method. Details of the method and the
basis sets used in this work may be found in Ref. 53. The

expectation value of the operator �
i=1

2

ri has been estimated on

the basis set of CI two-electron wave functions. The absolute
values of the transition dipole moment for the transition
A 1�u

+-X 1�g
+ are listed in Table I as a function of internuclear

distance and graphically illustrated in Fig. 3. The transition
dipole moment for the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-
X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�=21e� transition using the �e�R� calcu-
lated from this method is 5.93 D.

2. Relativistic configuration-interaction calculation

Since the Na2 A 1�u
+ and b 3
u states are mixed by the

spin-orbit interaction, we have also used the relativistic
configuration-interaction valence bond method54 to calculate
electric dipole transition moments of the Na2 molecule as a
function of internuclear separation. We calculated transition
dipole moments between the ground state and the A 1�u

+ and
b 3
u excited state potentials, dissociating to the Na�3s�
+Na�3p� limits. The nonzero transition from the X 1�g

+

ground state to the b 3
u state is only allowed due to rela-
tivistic spin-orbit coupling. The accuracy of the calculation

1 + 1 + 3

TABLE I. Tabulated absolute values of the transition dipole moments be-
tween the ground X 1�g

+ and the excited A 1�u
+ states of Sodium dimer as a

function of the internuclear separation R using pseudopotential ab initio
calculations.

R �a.u.� �e�R� �D� R �a.u.� �e�R� �D�

5 8.67 18 9.12
6 9.42 19 9.11
7 10.12 20 9.10
8 10.56 22 9.08
9 10.58 24 9.06

10 10.24 26 9.05
11 9.80 28 9.04
12 9.45 30 9.03
13 9.26 32 9.03
14 9.19 34 9.02
15 9.16 36 9.02
16 9.15 38 9.02
17 9.14 40 9.02
of the X �g, A �u, and b 
u molecular electronic wave
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functions is tested by comparing our ab initio potentials with
existing experimental potentials.55–58

In our approach the molecular electronic wave function
��AB� is constructed from wave functions, which are prod-
ucts of wave functions that describe the constituent atoms A
and B. In essence, the molecular wave function is given by

��AB� = � C��det�
AB� , �7�

where each �det�
AB� is an antisymmetrized �Â� product of two

atomic Slater determinants,

�det�
AB� = Â��det�

A��det�
B�� . �8�

The atomic Slater determinants �det�
A� and �det�

B� are con-
structed from one-electron four-component Dirac spinors
centered on the nucleus of atoms A and B, respectively. The
CI coefficients C� in Eq. �7� are obtained by solving a gen-
eralized eigenvalue matrix problem, where the �det�

AB� are not
orthogonal.

The molecular transition dipole moment between �a� and
�b� molecular states as a function of internuclear distance R
is calculated from

�ba�R� = 	�AB
b �R���

i=1

N

eri��AB
a �R�� , �9�

where N is the total number of electrons in the molecule, e is
the electron charge, and ri is the electron position vector.

Dirac spinors are obtained by self-consistently solving
Dirac-Fock and Sturmian equations.54 We use single-electron
Dirac-Fock functions/orbitals for electrons in closed and va-
lence shells. Sturmian wave functions complement the basis
functions and are used to describe virtual orbitals. The closed
shells 1s2 and 2s2 of both Na atoms form the core of the
homonuclear molecule. The superscript denotes the number
of electrons in shell nl, where n is the principal quantum
number and l is the orbital angular momentum. In our calcu-
lations excitations from these closed shells to valence and
virtual orbitals are not included, i.e., all atomic determinants
in the molecular basis contain the same number of electrons
in these 1s and 2s orbitals. Single- and double-electron ex-
citations from the closed 2p6 shells of Na atoms are allowed
and introduce core-valence correlations in the CI. For rela-
tivistic calculations 2p6 is short for 2p1/2

2 2p3/2
4
¯. The 3s, 3p,

and 3d valence orbitals of Na are allowed to contain at most
three electrons. In addition, we allow at most two electrons
in 4s, 4p, 5s, 5p, 4d, 5d, 6s, and 6p virtual orbitals. Both
covalent and ionic configurations are constructed.

Figure 4 shows the absolute value of the transition di-
pole moments between the X 1�g

+�0g
+� ground state of Na2

and two excited 0u
+ states. Their values are listed in Tables IIa

and IIb. At short-range internuclear separation, R�20a0, the
excited states can be assigned by the nonrelativistic symme-
tries A 1�0u

+ and b 3
0u
+. At long range the transition dipole

moments become independent of R and their absolute values
approach the Na 3s→3p�2Pj� transition dipole moment
when the corresponding excited potential dissociates to the
Na�3s�+Na�3p 2Pj� limit. The sudden change in dipole mo-

ment in Fig. 4 near 7a0 is related to the avoided crossing
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between the two excited �=0u
+ potentials. This crossing is

avoided due to the spin-orbit interaction, which couples the
0u

+ components of the nonrelativistic b 3
u and A 1�u
+ poten-

tials.
For a comparison with the experimental determination of

the transition dipole moment matrix element for the X to A
transition we have performed a nuclear-dynamics calcula-
tion. In order to evaluate this dipole moment matrix element
we assume that the vibration of the Na dimer near the
avoided crossing between the two excited 0u

+ potentials is
diabatic. That is, the vibrational energies are given by the
eigenenergies of the nonrelativistic A 1�u

+ potential and that
the transition dipole moment is determined from Fig. 4 by
connecting the curve with nonzero dipole moment for R
�7a0 and the curve with nonzero dipole moment for R
�7a0. We perform the nuclear-dynamics calculations using a
discrete variable representation �DVR� for the Schrödinger
equation. The transition dipole moment matrix element is
then given by the overlap between the wave functions and
the R-dependent transition dipole moment.

Figure 5 shows the values of the transition dipole mo-
ment matrix elements as a function of the vibrational level of
the J�=21 rotational state of the X 1�g

+ potential for the rovi-
brational level v�=25, J�=20e of the A 1�u

+ potential. A
clear maximum for the dipole moment is observed for vibra-
tional level near v�=38.

3. Lifetime calculations

Due to the importance of the excited state lifetime values
in our simulations, lifetimes for individual rovibrational lev-
els of the Na2 2 1
g as well as the A 1�u

+ state were calcu-
lated according to the general procedure outlined recently.59

Because of the cubic frequency dependence of the transition
probability there are two channels that completely dominate
the spontaneous decay of the 2 1
g state, namely, transitions
to the B 1
u and A 1�u

+ states, which thus determine the ra-

FIG. 4. Transition dipole moments between the ground X 1�0g
+ and the 1�0u

+�
�solid line�, 2�0u

+� �dotted line� relativistic states of the Sodium dimer as
function of internuclear separation obtained from relativistic ab initio
calculations.
diative lifetime. For the numerical calculations of the decay
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rates we used the computer program LEVEL 7.7 by Le Roy.60

Potential-energy RKR curves for the relevant states, required
in the program input, were available.61–65 We used ab initio
transition dipole moment functions between electronic states
of Na2. The program output gave the Einstein A coefficients
for individual rotational emission lines from the 2 1
g �v
=25, J=20f� level to the two lower states of interest. The
calculated radiative lifetime for the 2 1
g �v=25, J=20f�
level of Na2 is �18.3±0.3� ns, where the reported error ema-
nates from the estimated uncertainties in the transition ener-
gies and the transition dipole moments.

For the Na2 A 1�u
+ state many lifetimes have been experi-

mentally determined by Baumgartner et al.66 but none was
available for the rovibrational levels used in this work.
Therefore calculated lifetimes were also used for the A state
in the simulations. For example, the calculated radiative life-

1 +

TABLE II. Tabulated absolute values of the transition
�a�, 2�0u

+� �b� relativistic states of Sodium dimer as fun
initio calculations.

R �a.u.� �e�R� �D� R �a.u.�

4.0 0.009 549 8.0
4.2 0.010 114 8.2
4.4 0.010 816 8.4
4.6 0.011 679 8.6
4.8 0.012 733 8.8
5.0 0.014 020 9.0
5.2 0.015 603 9.2
5.4 0.017 570 9.4
5.6 0.020 052 9.6
5.8 0.023 256 9.8
6.0 0.027 512 10.0
6.2 0.033 399 10.2
6.4 0.042 011 10.4
6.6 0.055 716 10.6
7.2 0.458 189 10.8
7.4 9.947 846 11.0
7.6 10.059 866 11.2
7.8 10.151 910 11.4

4.0 7.759 406 8.0
4.2 7.844 888 8.2
4.4 7.938 605 8.4
4.6 8.042 081 8.6
4.8 8.155 195 8.8
5.0 8.277 531 9.0
5.2 8.408 208 9.2
5.4 8.546 014 9.4
5.6 8.689 517 9.6
5.8 8.837 140 9.8
6.0 8.987 207 10
6.2 9.137 979 10.2
6.4 9.287 659 10.4
6.6 9.434 406 10.6
7.2 9.828 506 10.8
7.4 �0.403 347 11.0
7.6 �0.146 6316 11.2
7.8 �0.092 0461 11.4
time for the A �u �v�=25,J�=20e� level of Na2 is
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�12.5±0.3� ns. For control purposes calculations were per-
formed for several levels in the present range of rovibrational
quantum numbers, for which measured lifetimes are avail-
able. The average deviation between the calculated and ob-
served lifetimes was ±1.4%.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. The three-level cascade excitation scheme

Figure 6�a� shows a probe laser scan for the exci-
tation sequence 2 1�g �v=3, J=14e�←A 1�u

+ �v�=6, J�
=13e�←X 1�g

+�v�=0, J�=14e� followed by fluorescence de-
cay to the A 1�u

+�v�=2, J�=13e� level �Fig. 1�a��. In this
case the k1 /k2 ratio is 0.989. The Franck-Condon factors for
the A 1�u

+ �v�=6, J�=13e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=0, J�=14e� and

A 1�u
+ �v�=6, J�=13e�-2 1�g �v=3, J=14e� transitions are

le moments between the ground X 1�0g
+ and the 1�0u

+�
of the internuclear separation R using relativistic ab

�e�R� �D� R �a.u.� �e�R� �D�

10.228 623 11.6 9.457 014
10.289 232 11.8 9.388 051
10.333 011 12.0 9.328 616
10.359 565 12.2 9.270 971
10.368 901 12.4 9.216 826
10.361 463 12.6 9.174 563
10.338 123 12.8 9.135 446
10.300 151 13.0 9.101 940
10.249 162 13.2 9.073 591
10.187 038 13.4 9.049 889
10.115 838 13.6 9.028 295
10.037 708 13.8 9.012 300

9.954 793 14.0 9.001 191
9.869 155 14.2 8.990 641
9.782 711 14.4 8.982 114
9.697 183 14.6 8.975 192
9.609 923 14.8 8.969 509
9.531 227 15.0 8.964 757

�0.068 442 11.6 2.4010−8

�0.055 350 11.8 −5.7810−8

�0.047 093 12.0 −3.2810−9

�0.041 464 12.2 −1.6910−9

�0.037 416 12.4 5.6310−10

�0.034 425 12.6 1.6010−9

�0.032 160 12.8 8.4510−10

�0.030 431 13.0 3.7510−10

�0.029 113 13.2 −9.3810−11

�0.028 125 13.4 5.6310−10

�0.027 412 13.6 1.7810−9

�0.026 938 13.8 1.7810−9

�0.026 683 14.0 7.5110−10

�0.026 630 14.2 1.2210−9

�0.026 772 14.4 1.5010−9

1.271 0−7 14.6 1.7810−9

1.171 0−7 14.8 1.6010−9

1.531 0−7 15.0 2.1610−9
dipo
ction

�a�

�b�
0.101 and 0.035, respectively. The laser power values mea-
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sured in front of the heatpipe window were 270 and 7 mW
for the coupling and probe laser fields, respectively. The spot
sizes �defined as the diameter at which the intensity �propor-
tional to the electric field squared� is reduced from its maxi-
mum value by a factor of 1 /e2�, for lasers L1 and L2, were
0.680 and 0.290 mm, respectively, leading to an effective
value of 
480 MHz for the coupling field Rabi frequency in
the center of the heatpipe. The 9% loss at the heatpipe win-
dow was included in this calculation. The simulated spec-
trum using the density matrix formalism is given in the same
figure by a dotted line.

FIG. 5. Calculated transition dipole moment matrix elements for the rovi-
bronic level v�=25, J�=20e of the Sodium dimer A 1�u

+ state potential as a
function of the vibrational level of the J�=21 rotational state of the X 1�g

+

potential.

FIG. 6. Observed and simulated spectra with the energy level diagrams in Fi
shown in Fig. 1�a�, where the wave number ratio k1 /k2=0.989. The 2 1�g

probe laser L2 was modulated and scanned. The probe laser and coupling fi
the spectrum is represented by a dotted line. The values of the paramete
=12.3 ns, and lifetime of the 2 1�g �v�=3, J�=14e� level, �2=20.2 ns; bra
collisional dephasing rates �12/2�=1.59 MHz and �13/2�=�23/2�=4.7
=66 MHz and �12=480 MHz corresponding to the experimental power val
Detecting the 2 1�g �v=4, J=14e�→A 1�u

+ �v�=3, J�=13e� fluorescence
=1.011. Laser L2 was modulated and scanned and the powers were 1 and
simulation of the spectrum is represented by the dotted line. The followin
=8, J�=13e� level, �1=12.4 ns, and lifetime of 2 1�g �v=4, J=14e� level, �
and relaxation rates are the same as in Fig 6�a�; and Rabi frequencies �23=

power values.
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Figure 6�b� shows a probe laser scan of a single rovi-
bronic fluorescence transition corresponding to the exci-
tation sequence 2 1�g �v=4, J=14e�←A 1�u

+ �v�=8, J�
=13e�←X 1�g

+ �v�=0, J�=14e� followed by fluorescence
decay to A 1�u

+ �v�=3, J�=13� level �Fig. 1�b��. In this
case the k1 /k2 ratio is 1.011. The Franck-Condon factors
for the A 1�u

+ �v�=8, J�=13e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=0, J�=14e� and

2 1�g �v=4, J=14e�-A 1�u
+ �v�=8, J�=13e� transitions are

0.115 and 0.0090, respectively. The laser power values in
front of the heatpipe were 160 and 1 mW for the L1 and L2

lasers, respectively, and the beam diameters �at 1 /e2 points
of the maximum intensity� are the same as above, leading to
a coupling field Rabi frequency of 
390 MHz in the inter-
action region. The dotted line in the figure represents the
corresponding simulated spectrum.

It is interesting to note that when the coupling field is
tuned to resonance with the lower electronic transition �1� to
�2� in the cascade case, the resolution of the AT splitting
observed by using the fluorescence spectrum of level �3� is
better resolved for �k1 /k2��1. When the coupling field is
tuned to the upper transition �2� to �3�, and a weak laser L1 is
scanned through the �1� to �2� resonance transition, the re-
verse is the case, as we have reported recently.16,19 When
�k1 /k2��1 the AT splitting in the fluorescence spectrum of a
single rovibronic transition from level �3� is resolved and
shows no AT splitting when �k1 /k2��1 for the moderate cou-
pling laser Rabi frequencies used in our experiments. How-
ever, in both cases it appears that the AT splitting is resolved
in the fluorescence spectrum from level �3� when the abso-
lute value of the coupling field/probe laser wave number

a� The solid line is the recorded spectrum when using the excitation scheme
, J=14e�→A 1�u

+ �v�=2, J�=13e� fluorescence was monitored while the
ser powers were 7 and 270 mW, respectively. The theoretical simulation of
ed in the simulations are lifetime of the A 1�u

+ �v�=6, J�=13� level, �1

g ratios W32/W3=0.017 and W21/W2=0.050; Doppler width of 1.15 GHz;
z; transit relaxation rate wt /2�=0.51 MHz; and Rabi frequencies �23

f probe and coupling field lasers in the interaction region, respectively. �b�
exciting the scheme in Fig. 1�b�, where the wave number ratio k1 /k2

mW for the probe and coupling field lasers, respectively. The theoretical
ues of the parameters were used in the simulations: lifetime of A 1�u

+ �v�
.0 ns; branching ratios W32/W3=0.0045 and W21/W2=0.058; Doppler width
Hz and �12=390 MHz corresponding to the �effective� experimental laser
g. 1. �
�v=3

eld la
rs us

nchin
7 MH
ues o
when
160

g val

2=20
13 M
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ratio is larger than 1. Further details on the conditions that
lead to a low threshold Rabi frequency for AT splitting in a
Doppler-broadened medium in terms of the wavelength de-
pendence of the laser fields and the role of laser beam geom-
etry in the three-level cascade excitation scheme will be re-
ported in a forthcoming publication.19

B. The four-level triple resonance excitation scheme

Figure 2�a� illustrates the energy level diagram of our
four-level �triple resonance� extended � excitation scheme.
In this case the pump �L1� and the probe �L2� lasers copropa-
gate. Laser L3 is the coupling field, which counterpropagates
with L1 and L2. Level �1�X 1�g

+ �v�=1, J�=19e� is the initial
level of the pump laser L1, and level �2�A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e� is the final level of the pump laser L1 and also the
upper/lower level of the coupling field L3 /probe laser L2,
respectively. Level �3�2 1�g �v=25, J=20f� is the upper
level of the probe laser L2 and level �4�X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�
=21e� is the lower level of the coupling field. We have cho-
sen a high vibrational level of the ground state outside the
range of thermally populated levels for this purpose.
The Franck-Condon factors of the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-
X 1�g

+ �v�=1, J�=19e�, 2 1�g �v=25, J=20f�-A 1�u
+ �v�

=25, J�=20e�, and A 1�u
+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g

+ �v�
=38, J�=21e� transitions are 0.0020, 0.076, and 0.32, re-
spectively. The populations in the intermediate and upper
states were monitored by detecting the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e�→X 1�g

+ �v�=4, J�=21e� and 2 1�g �v=25, J=20f�
→A 1�u

+ �v�=20, J�=20e� fluorescences, respectively. The
spot sizes were 560, 460, and 1020 �m �diameter� for the
pump laser �L1�, probe laser �L2�, and coupling field �L3�
laser beams, respectively.

In the experiments based on this excitation scheme the
power of the pump and probe lasers was kept constant while
the power of the coupling laser was varied. The goal was to
investigate how the AT splitting features in the fluorescence
excitation spectra from level �3� depend on the coupling laser
power. In order to minimize the influence of the pump L1 and
probe L2 lasers on the AT effect their power was kept as low
as possible, while still having a good signal-to-noise ratio in
the recorded spectra. By varying the powers of lasers L1 and
L2 we found that the combination of laser powers of 
40
and 
5 mW for L1 and L2, respectively, at the given laser
beam spot sizes had a minimal effect on the observed AT
splitting spectrum and the signal-to-noise ratio in the spectra
was acceptable. Further, the power of the coupling laser L3

was changed between 100 and 450 mW with the aid of neu-
tral density filters while the power of the other two lasers
was kept constant. As shown in Fig. 7, the experiments indi-
cate that there is a linear dependence between the observed
Autler-Townes splitting and the coupling field Rabi fre-
quency, as is expected. In contrast to Ref. 16, we emphasize
here the use of the R-centroid approximation for calculating
the R-dependent electronic transition dipole moment from
the transition dipole moment matrix element, which is deter-
mined from the value of the Rabi frequency, that best char-
acterizes the observed AT splitting spectral pattern. We

should also note here that while in Ref. 16 the coupling
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transition is between rovibrational levels of two excited elec-
tronic states, in this case the coupling laser couples a rovi-
brational level from the ground state to a rovibrational level
from the first excited electronic state. Here our purpose was
to develop a generally applicable method to measure accu-
rately and reliably the transition dipole moment function be-
tween the ground and excited states. We demonstrate our
method in detail by determining the transition dipole mo-
ment matrix element for the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-
X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�=21e� transition of Na2.
First an OODR spectrum of the pump L1 and probe L2

lasers is recorded, as shown on Fig. 8�a�. The OODR spec-
trum is simulated with the density matrix formalism to verify
that the parameters used later in the model to simulate the AT
splitting spectra are correct. These include the calculated
lifetimes of the excited states, the Franck-Condon factors of
the pump and probe transitions, the collisional dephasing
rates, etc. This signal was recorded as a function of the probe
laser L2 detuning while the pump laser L1 was kept on reso-
nance. The laser power values of L1 and L2 were reduced to
40 and 5 mW, respectively, resulting in a linewidth full width
at half maximum ��FWHM�� of 
160 MHz. Figure 8�b�
shows a sample AT split OODR excitation line in the pres-
ence of the coupling field, observed when L1 and L3 were
held fixed on resonance and L2 was modulated and scanned.
The spectrum corresponds to a coupling field power of 450
mW. In simulations using the density matrix formalism the
pump and probe laser Rabi frequencies were determined by

FIG. 7. The Autler-Townes splitting observed in the fluorescence spectrum
from level �3� in the extended lambda scheme experiment vs the coupling
field Rabi frequency �24 on the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�

=38, J�=21e� transition. Parameters used in the theoretical simulations:
pump and probe laser Rabi frequencies �12=28 MHz and �23=52 MHz,
respectively; collisional dephasing rates �12/2�=�24/2�=�14/2�=�13/2�
=�23/2�=�34/2�=4.77 MHz. The transition dipole moment matrix ele-
ment �= �5.5±0.2� D obtained from the best agreement between the density
matrix theory and experimental spectra along with the linear fit from this
graph gives us the relationship between the AT splitting and the coupling
electric field E3 to be AT splitting=0.67�E3 /� for the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e�-X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�=21e� transition. Note that the coefficient 0.67 will
change for different rovibrational transitions and depends on the type of the
transition �¼, P ,Q ,R, ¼�, wavelength of the lasers involved and the rota-
tional quantum numbers of the states coupled by the coupling, probe, and
pump lasers.
the experimental laser power values in the interaction region,
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whereas the Rabi frequency of the coupling field �24 is ob-
tained from the best fit to the recorded experimental spec-
trum. This �24 value along with the strength of the coupling
laser electric field E3 is used to calculate the transition dipole
moment matrix element between the rovibrational levels
coupled by E3. For the coupling laser electric field amplitude
we use the value of the E field at the center of the Gaussian
distribution calculated from the measured total coupling laser
power using the expression

E =� 2

c�0
� 8P

�w2 ,

where P is the measured laser power, and w is the spot size
diameter at which the intensity �proportional to the electric
field squared� is reduced from its maximum value by a factor
of 1 /e2. This is an approximation based on the assumption
that in the region, where the probe and pump fields have
significant contributions to the detected signal, the coupling
laser electric field has a uniform distribution with a value
given by the above expression. The error due to this approxi-
mation is not significant, because in the experiments the di-
ameters of the probe and pump beams were chosen to be
small enough compared to the diameter of the coupling laser
beam. The main contribution to the error in the electric field
determination arises from the experimental error in the mea-
surement of the spot size w and the total laser power P. For
a coupling laser spot size of 1020 �m and power level of
100 to 500 mW the relative error in electric field is 3.5%.

To determine the transition dipole moment matrix ele-
ment we used �=�E /� for the Rabi frequency. The Rabi
frequencies were determined from the density matrix
equations-of-motion simulations for spectra observed with

FIG. 8. Spectra observed using the extended lambda excitation scheme of
fluorescence as a function of the detuning of the probe laser. Theoretical
parameters: lifetime of the A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e� level, �2=12.5 ns, a
W32/W3=0.076, W21/W2=0.001, and W24/W2=0.16; Doppler width of 1.1
=�34/2�=4.77 MHz; and transit relaxation rate wt /2�=0.38 MHz. �a� The
held fixed at resonance frequency and the probe laser L2 was modulated an
a linewidth �FWHM� of 
160 MHz. In the simulation the values of the co
respectively. �b� Fluorescence spectrum recorded when pump and coupling
modulated and scanned. In this case the coupling laser power �before heatpi
mW, respectively. The corresponding �effective� values of the Rabi frequenc
the simulated AT splitting pattern with the experimental spectrum yields the
coupling laser power ranging from 100 to 450 mW. The re-
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sulting transition dipole moment matrix element �
=5.5±0.2 D is an average of the transition dipole moment
matrix elements determined from these spectra for
the Na2 A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=38, J�=21e�

coupling laser transition. The error in the value of � arises
mainly from the error in the measurement of the spot sizes
�±10 �m�, the laser power fluctuation �1%–2%�, and the in-
herent noise in the recorded spectra. The experimental AT
splitting values are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the
coupling laser Rabi frequency, confirming the linear depen-
dence 0.67�E3 /� of the Autler-Townes splitting on the cou-
pling laser electric field amplitude E3. Figure 3 illustrates the
electronic transition dipole moment �e�R� and the vibrational
wave functions in the R-centroid region of the coupling field
transition. The calculated R-centroid value for the coupling
field transition is 4.81 Å. By using the R-centroid approxi-
mation the experimentally measured transition dipole mo-
ment matrix element is 5.5±0.2 D and yields a value of 9.72
D at Rc=4.81 Å for the electronic transition moment �e�Rc�.
The corresponding ab initio result at this R-centroid value is
10.55 D. The agreement is about the same between the mea-
sured and ab initio transition dipole moment matrix elements
of 5.5 and 5.9 D, respectively, indicating that the measured
transition dipole moment matrix element information can be
readily converted to the R-dependent electronic transition di-
pole moment function �e�R�. To provide a more complete
picture of the �e�R� function R dependence in this case ex-
periments are in progress for other v� , v� coupling laser tran-
sitions. Figure 9 shows a theoretical reconstruction of the
electronic transition dipole moment function based on calcu-
lated transition dipole moment matrix elements divided by
the vibrational overlap factor. The pattern is very similar to

43

2�a� and monitoring the 2 1�g �v=25, J=20f�→A 1�u
+ �v�=20, J�=20e�

ations are performed as described in Sec. IV with the following common
fetime of the 2 1�g �v=25, J=20f� level, �3=18.3 ns; branching ratios
z; collisional dephasing rates �12/2�=�24/2�=�14/2�=�13/2�=�23/2�
R excitation line shape without the coupling laser when the pump L1 was
ned. The powers of L1 and L2 were 40 and 5 mW, respectively, leading to

onding �effective� Rabi frequencies were �12=28 MHz and �23=52 MHz,
lasers L1 and L3 were held fixed on resonance and the probe laser L2 was
as 450 mW, while the pump and probe laser powers were held at 40 and 5
ere �12=28 MHz and �23=52 MHz in the simulation. The comparison of
value of the coupling field Rabi frequency �24=755 �±10� MHz.
Fig.
simul
nd li
5 GH
OOD

d scan
rresp
field
pe� w
ies w
best
that indicated by Noda and Zare for the same molecular
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transition. In order to resolve problems with multiple
points of stationary phase we plan to apply the general-
ized R-centroid method43 by segmenting the numerical
integration.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel and generally applicable
method that combines the advantages of the Autler-Townes
quantum interference effect with the R-centroid approxima-
tion to measure the absolute value of the transition dipole
moment matrix element for molecular transitions between
the ground and excited states. We have demonstrated this
method experimentally by using Na2 A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�
=20e�-X 1�g

+ �v�=38, J�=21e� molecular transition as an
example using a Doppler broadened sample. Two excitation
schemes, the three-level cascade and the four-level extended
� excitation scheme, were compared to determine which
configuration is most favorable for this purpose. Our results
indicate that the extended � scheme is preferable for the
moderate coupling field Rabi frequencies available with con-
tinuous wave laser sources. Within the extended � excitation
scheme, the lower level of the coupling field is outside the
thermal population range. Such vibrational levels with large
wave function amplitudes at the outer turning point of mo-
lecular vibration lead to large transition dipole moment ma-
trix elements and as a result to a larger Rabi frequency for
the coupling laser transition. In addition, compared to the
three-level excitation scheme with the coupling laser tuned
to the lower transition, the weak pump laser also defines a
much narrower velocity group within the Doppler profile,
leading to better resolved AT splitting of the intermediate
level.

The three-level cascade system suffers from a loss in
resolution in the AT splitting spectrum, because the strong

FIG. 9. Reconstruction of the electronic transition dipole moment based on
the R-centroid approximation. Calculated transition dipole moment matrix
elements, based on the pseudopotential calculated �e�R� function, divided
by the vibrational overlap factor, are shown as a function of the correspond-
ing calculated R-centroid values. For comparison, the ab initio electronic
transition moment is shown as a function of internuclear distance R.
coupling field excites a broader velocity group for the probe
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laser scan. In addition, since the initial level of the coupling
laser is within the thermal distribution of the ground state,
the transition dipole moment matrix elements of the coupling
laser transition are less favorable due to smaller wave-
function amplitudes at the vibrational turning points in the
excited state vibrational levels accessible from the thermal
population internuclear range.

By using the four-level extended lambda excitation
scheme, the coupling laser can be “tuned” to different rovi-
bronic transitions in order to determine the internuclear dis-
tance dependence of the transition dipole moment function in
the region of the R-centroid of each coupling laser transition.
Thus the internuclear distance dependence of the electronic
transition moment function �e�R� can be determined at sev-
eral very different values of the R-centroid. The measured
transition dipole moment matrix element for the
Na2 A 1�u

+ �v�=25, J�=20e�-X 1�g
+ �v�=38, J�=21e� tran-

sition is 5.5±0.2 D compared to our ab initio value of 5.9 D.
By using the R-centroid approximation for this transition the
corresponding experimental electronic transition dipole mo-
ment is 9.72 D at Rc=4.81 Å in good agreement with our ab
initio value of 10.55 D.

In the future, we wish to include the spin-orbit mixing
between the 2�0u

+� and 3�0u
+� states via nonadiabatic coupling

in our calculation of the transition dipole moment in an effort
to provide a more stringent comparison with the experiment.
In addition, similar comparisons with the experiment and
theory in cases where the spin-orbit interaction is much
weaker or much stronger such as Li2 and K2, respectively,
will give additional information on the importance of the
relativistic effects.
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